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They call themselves consumers.
Hundreds of them participated in a

police-escorted march from the
Russell House to the capitol, and
those that couldn't march were Shut-
tlecocked there.
"What do we want? OUR

RIGHTS. When do we want 'em?
NOW," they chanted.
The National Health Consumers

Association conference was a

meeting of 1,100 people, including
members of South Carolina SHARE,
bonded by the fact that they have all
at one time or another been affected
by mental illness.

Billy Finley, president of S.C.
SHARE said that the acronym stood
for Self Help Association Regarding
Emotions.

"It affects so many of us," said
Helen Noble, a member of SHARE
and a participant in the five-day conferenceheld last week here on campus."I want to get rid of the term
'mental illness,'" she said, "I wanna

make it, you know, mentally differentmaybe. We're not all leftbrainedpeople."
Noble also said many women are

affected. "I met a woman in New
Hampshire who was put in an institutionby the signature of a judge
because her husband didn't want
her."
At this conference, there are more

people attending than any other conferencebefore, said Howie Harp, a

founding rights advocate for mental
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"I think it's fitting that we're standinghere in front of the statue of
George Washington who fought in
the Revolutionary war because we
are a revolutionary movement,"
Harp said. "We're a revolutionary
movement for freedom, for dignity,
for equality, for opportunity and for
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"Once we held conferences on

campgrounds, now we hold them in
universities," he said.

Harp emphasized that consumers
have changed from being portrayed
as hopeless and helpless to being
hopeful and helpful because they are

success stories and survivors. They
have survived abuses in institutions,
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"We are experts to what mental

health consumers need in order to
live in communities independently,"
Harp said. i

"The self-help programs that we
run ourselves are on the cutting edge
and are on the wave of the future for
the mental health system today." he
said.
Harp asked that the people not be

satisfied vVith lip service or promises.
"We can only be satisfied when we

achieve our goals."
Though they are diverse, they have

commonalities. Out of all the conferencesin Egypt and England that
Harp has attended, he has heard
clients talk about the same problems,
needs, concerns and solutions.
"One of the problems that we

legislators have is that we're undereducatedwhen it comes to knowing
about the problems that we should
help be solved," said Sen. Warren
Giese, R-Richland.
Many people at the conference

agreed that regardless of whether or
not you are physically or mentally ill,
if you are sick, than you are sick and
you need to be treated.
"We need to fund mental health as

well as we fund physical health,"
Giese said.
He also said mental health is a

"low visibility problem" and that
there's a tendency in the legislature to
overlook it at budget time. He said
this year for perhaps the first time,
the General Assembly took a step
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Fish Magic, by Elisabeth Borchers.
Translated by Anneliese Wagner. 1989.
Black Swans Books Ltd, Redding
Ridge, CT. 107.

Elisabeth Borchers' Fish Magic is
not revolutionary, "fresh" or

trendsetting. It will not change the
way we perceive, understand or
write poetry, nor will Borchers
become a household name like
Frost, Whitman or Byron.

But Borchers' poetry presents insightwith grace and eloquence. Her
poetry does not attempt to explain,
but merely present what she sees.
Her language is simple and plain
even when examining the complex.

Paul Klee illustrated the images
that often accompany her poetry.
Some images within the book are:
fish, bird, rain, sea, city, man,
n/Amort <-t It i 1 yl V><-*«-*UIiia
yy uniaii, v,imu, iitava, uiuc aiiu ICU.

In "songs of water" one stanza
subtitled "wind" brings these imagestogether with a numbing
pessimism: ''under dark
bridges/they flow by/softly wave

says to wave/take the poor by the
hand/ and crown their foreheads /
with little dead fish."
Sometimes her eerie moods give

way to the little more personal
glimpses of life as in her poem "someone."Here she seems the most
comfortable and convincing. Ironcically,her simplistic language emphasizesthe complex nature of
relationships.

In the first section of this poem,
"someone" comes like an answer
(after all, isn't everyone of us

waiting for someone?): "someone
reads/ saying I can't shake it off/
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Billy Finley
toward meeting the needs of the
Department of Mental Health
through adequate funding.
Many years ago there was a

12-foot wall around the grounds of
the S.C. State Hospital to hide the
mentally ill from the view of the
public, said Tom Bristow, a musician
and singer who works at the S.C.
State Museum.
About 30 or 40 years ago, they tore

the wall down and used the bricks to
build a beautiful chapel on the
hospital grounds he said.
There are lots of walls in this world

built by prejudice, misunderstanding
and discrimination, he said. These
walls will disappear if you reach out
and help, he added.
He sang, "walls that are built to

keep people out are built to keep peoplein" and advised "just take the
walls down, let the sun in."
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and is strong/ and you think he

sleeps/ and you wait/ and sit outside/in your useful invention:/ a

perfectly circular head."
In the second part of "someone,"someone is the one to

follow because if you follow his
stride you "don't go crazy". But in
this part, someone becomes only
what we make him because we are
all self deceivers: "someone goes/
and you think he steps softly/ on

soft shoes/ and you take the soft/
and let go of the hard/ and the ice
crackles/ and you say I don't hear a

thing."
Finally in the third part, reality

gives a crushing blow: "someone
sings/ and you mink he's silent/
and you say/ n°w it's my turn to
sing/ you sing/ and someone
doesn't believe you/ and leaves/
and someone flies off/ and you
don't believe him/ and you go
crazy."

Anneliese Wagner, translator of
Fish Magic, wrote in the preface
"She surveys the horror of life, the
table of ice that separates our two
chairs in one room, one city, many
countries, the normalcy that
shackles us, and with her, we step
outside ourselves to observe who
we are, what we do, where we are

going. The world, once askew, and
still tilting at a slant, stands more

straight than before."
Elisabeth Borchers was born in

1926, the daughter of a French
mother and a German father. An
interpreter for the French occupation,she married, had two sons and
later, after her divorce, lived for a

time in Cleveland, Ohio. Today she
lives works and writes in
Frankfurt.


